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GLOBAL X ETFs RESEARCH 

  Global X Income Outlook: Q3 2021 – 

Preparing for Rising Rates 

The Global X Income Outlook for Q3 2021 can be viewed here. This report seeks to provide macro-level 

data and insights across several income-oriented asset classes and strategies. 

Rising rates emerged as one of Q3’s main concerns, as bond yields rose to levels not seen since earlier in 

the year. Major central banks around the world triggered this bond selloff by openly considering more 

hawkish monetary policies after 18-months of ultra-supportive actions during the pandemic. The spike in 

bond yields runs counter to current economic growth trends, which are slowing amid continued spillover 

effects from the COVID-19 delta variant. This environment has not just impacted bond markets, but created 

unease in equities as well. With high valuations, slowing growth, and concerns around earnings amid supply 

chain disruptions, rising yields are just another reason stock investors are nervous. Income-focused 

investors may face the most challenges in this rising rate environment and must be prepared for the 

implications of hawkish policies and higher bond yields on their portfolios. 

Key Takeaways: 

▪ Continued supply chain disruptions, rising energy prices, and re-opening plans are likely to 
perpetuate elevated inflation levels. 

▪ The Federal Reserve and other major central banks are beginning to signal a lifting in their easy 

money stance, and the bond markets have responded in tandem. 

▪ Income investors should be prepared for higher rates and inflation to persist, making lower duration 
assets and real assets more attractive. 

▪ Certain options strategies that can monetize volatility, and selective cyclical assets like Energy and 
Financials stocks are other ways investors can position amid this environment.  

 

Inflation Rates Beginning to Level Off, but Remain High 

Latest headline inflation data is beginning to level off after the initial dramatic rise in the first half of 2021. 
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Breakeven inflation, which measures the expected inflation based on the difference between nominal yields 

and the inflation protected bonds of the same maturity, also stayed fairly flat the last few months, countering 

the steep increase earlier in the year. It could be fair to say that breakeven rates between 2.25% and 2.50% 

imply the market is not expecting high inflation to persist for the long term. 

 

But in the near-term, inflationary pressures are likely sticking around. In addition to persistent supply chain 

issues and tight labor markets, the recent major spike in energy prices and rising rents are the latest 

contributors to inflation readings. Some of these inflation pressures are more localized, such as natural gas 

prices being much more pronounced in Europe compared to the US, due to less abundant domestic 

supplies in Europe and competition for supply stemmed around Russian gas. 
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Considering 23.5% of EU household expenditures amounting to 12.3% of GDP goes towards housing and 

utilities, the impact on the consumer is likely to be significant.1 European governments, including Spain, 

France, Italy and Greece already announced subsidies towards home energy cost. The problem is likely to 

be exacerbated heading into the winter months, forcing governments to decide how much support they are 

willing to provide. Germany’s inflation rate consequently hit a 29-year high of 4.1% in September and similar 

trends could follow across Europe for the rest of the year if energy prices remain elevated. We think 

investors should be conscious of inflationary risks for a more extended period. 

Rising Consumer Costs Present an Opportunity for Real Assets  

Inflationary issues aren’t limited to just Europe as we saw with headline US inflation. Rapidly rising rental 

prices are a core part of the concern, with prices rising 11.5% YoY in August.2 For income investors, real 

assets look much more attractive in this environment because of real inflationary pressure getting pushed 

into the system. Energy and real estate are two areas investors may want to consider because business 

models in these sectors are often able to pass through inflation.  

The Energy sector’s recent renaissance is driven by higher commodity prices amid significant supply 

shortages. OPEC’s recent policy hold at their October meeting drove energy prices even higher after they 

elected to leave their production hikes stable. US producers may need to fill the void, putting midstream 

energy companies that move oil and gas around the country in a prime position to capitalize. For income 

investors, this is a welcome development given midstream’s attractive dividend yields of 6.1%.3   
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The real estate market is surging this year amid the re-opening economy, low mortgage rates, and a tight 

housing market. But there are some signs of weakness that may make investors want to consider more 

selective sector picks within real estate. The lingering delta variant has slowed economic growth and 

reduced consumer travel is further impacting real estate markets. Mobility figures took the biggest hit this 

quarter, as shown by declining traveler data reported by TSA below. 

 

Airline and hotel prices declined in August by -12.6% and -3.3%, respectively, according to CPI data. Travel 

restrictions between Europe and the United States led to lackluster data, but the stop and start nature of 

mobility restrictions means the decline could be temporary. Europe, Australia, and the United States recently 

announced lifting restrictions, effective in November. Investors may want to avoid tourism-focused segments 

like hotels and gaming/lodging REITs. Residential REITs may be more appealing in today’s tight housing 

market with rising rental costs. Mortgage REITs are another area for consideration for rising long duration 

yields and a strong lending market. Residential REITs are currently offering 3.0% dividend yields, and 

Mortgage REITs, with their leveraged nature, offer a 8.2% dividend yield. 

Central Bank Actions Bring Financials into the Fold 

Inklings of central bank hawkishness were present earlier in the year, but officials offered more concrete 

comments in the last couple months. The Fed finally began acknowledging a potential taper program, and 

even rate hikes are looking increasingly likely within a 12-18 month time frame. The hawkish turns are due 

to the persistent inflationary pressures, tightening labor markets, and supply chain challenges. But hawkish 

stances are a global phenomenon. Other central banks like BoC, BoE, and the Brazilian central bank either 

raised rates or laid out plans to reduce monetary assistance. The US yield curve flattened in light of slowing 

growth expectations and late cycle policy stances taken by central banks. There are signs higher inflation 
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could persist for an extended period, and the flattening yield curve indicates the market is expecting a more 

hawkish stance from the Fed to combat these inflationary pressures. 

 

While we believe the recent flattening is reflective of the slowing nature of global growth for many of the 

reasons discussed above, credit spreads have not meaningfully widened despite the negative economic 

implications, resulting in conflicting signals. 

 

Perhaps the most important market development happened towards the end of the quarter with Federal 

Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell’s comments indicating a tapering program could be put in place by year-

end, indicating the end of the ultra easy monetary conditions and tight credit spreads brought on by massive 

monetary policy support. The exact timing of tapering aside, investors should be prepared for the reality that 
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central bank support has likely peaked and is likely to wane heading into 2022. For income investors, this 

presents the ever-lasting question of how to balance the need for yield with taking on greater duration or 

credit risk if rising rates and weaker economic growth is underway. 

The fixed income asset class could be under significant pressure if bond yields continue to rise. From mid-

2020 to the end of Q1 2021, the bond yields rose similarly as they are today and long duration assets 

underperformed dramatically. The Bloomberg US Agg index fell -3.70% and 20 year+ treasuries were down 

-20.13%.4 Reducing duration in a rising yield environment should be a consideration for fixed income 

investors. Amid historically tight credit markets, massive credit spread widening seems unlikely given the 

general re-opening momentum and current inflationary trends. But moving up in credit quality could be a 

prudent step. Preferred stock is one alternative for investors concerned about higher yielding bonds. 

Preferred stocks’ heavy exposure to the Financials sectors may be a buffer in a rising rate environment, in 

which Financials tend to benefit from higher lending rates. For income investors, finding meaningful yield is 

still a challenge especially when factoring in today’s inflation rates. This is why eschewing duration entirely is 

often unrealistic for fixed income investors. Preferreds offer a balance between duration and yield, a tradeoff 

that most traditional fixed income investors may find appropriate.  

 

For investors willing to range outside of fixed income, the appeal of no-duration alternatives for both yield 

and potentially risk management are enticing. As an example, a covered call strategy combined with a 

protective put can generate income, while also mitigating downside risks. Such strategies based on the 

Nasdaq 100 can offer further diversification to a portfolio. The Tech sector is typically underweighted within 

income portfolios, so using income-generating options strategies based on this index can provide 

diversification alongside typically overweight sectors in income portfolios like Utilities, Energy, Real Estate, 

and Financials. 
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Conclusion 

Elevated inflation is filtering into the economy and rising consumer prices increase the possibility this 

inflation may stick around. With the Fed taking notice, policy shifts mean bond yields could rise. The 

implications for income investors are significant, so investors may want to focus on income ideas that can be 

resistant to rising yields, including real assets like midstream energy and REITs, preferreds, and risk 

management strategies for the Technology sector.  

 

 

 

Endnotes: 

1.   Europa. Data from 2019.  

2.   Zillow. Data from the Zillow Observed Rent Index. 

3.   Solactive MLP & Energy Infrastructure Index. Data as of 9/30/21.  

4.   Bloomberg. Data from 10-year treasury yield trough on 8/4/20 to peak of 3/31/21. 

 
 

 

 

Index returns are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent actual fund performance. Index performance returns do not reflect any 
management fees, transaction costs or expenses. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly in an index. Past performance does 
not guarantee future results. 

Shares of ETFs are bought and sold at market price (not NAV) and are not individually redeemed from the Fund. Brokerage commissions will 
reduce returns.  

Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. International investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation 
in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or from economic or political instability in other nations. 
Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as increased volatility and lower trading volume. Bonds will 
decrease in value as interest rates rise. High yield bonds involve greater risks of default or downgrade and are more volatile than investment 
grade securities, due to the speculative nature of their investments. 

Real estate is highly sensitive to general and local economic conditions and developments, and characterized by intense competition and 
periodic overbuilding. Many real estate companies, including REITs, utilize leverage (and some may be highly leveraged), which increases risk 
and could adversely affect a real estate company’s operations and market value in periods of rising interest rates. 

Investments in securities of MLPs involve risk that differ from investments in common stock including risks related to limited control and limited 
rights to vote on matters affecting the MLP. MLP common units and other equity securities can be affected by macro-economic and other 
factors affecting the stock market in general, expectations of interest rates, investor sentiment towards MLPs or the energy sector, changes in a 
particular issuer’s financial condition, or unfavorable or unanticipated poor performance of a particular issuer (in the case of MLPs, generally 
measured in terms of distributable cash flow). 

MLPA has a different and more complex tax structure than traditional ETFs and investors should consider carefully the significant tax 
implications of an investment in the Fund. MLPA is taxed as a regular corporation for federal income tax purposes, which differs from most 
investment companies. Due to its investment in MLPs, the Fund will be obligated to pay applicable federal and state corporate income taxes on 
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its taxable income, as opposed to most other investment companies. The Fund expects that a portion of the distributions it receives from MLPs 
may be treated as tax-deferred return of capital. The amount of taxes currently paid by the Fund will vary depending on the amount of income 
and gains derived from MLP interests and such taxes will reduce an investor’s return. The Fund will accrue deferred income taxes for any future 
tax liability associated certain MLP interests. Upon the sale of an MLP security, the Fund may be liable for previously deferred taxes which may 
increase expenses and lower the Fund’s NAV. 

The potential tax benefits from investing in MLPs depend on them being treated as partnerships for federal income tax purposes. If the MLP is 
deemed to be a corporation then its income would be subject to federal taxation at the entity level, reducing the amount of cash available for 
distribution to the Fund which could result in a reduction of the Fund’s value. 

Preferred stock is subject to many of the risks associated with debt securities, including interest rate risk. In addition, preferred stock may not 
pay a dividend, an issuer may suspend payment of dividends on preferred stock at any time, and in certain situations an issuer may call or 
redeem its preferred stock or convert it to common stock. High yielding stocks are often speculative, high-risk investments. These companies 
can be paying out more than they can support and may reduce their dividends or stop paying dividends at any time, which could have a 
material adverse effect on the stock price of these companies. 

An option is a contract sold by one party to another that gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy (call) or sell (put) a stock at an 
agreed upon price within a certain period or on a specific date. A covered call option involves holding a long position in a particular asset and 
writing a call option on that same asset with the goal of realizing additional income from the option premium. By selling covered call options, the 
investor limits their opportunity to profit from an increase in the price of the underlying asset above the exercise price, but continue to bear the 
risk of a decline in the underlying asset. While the seller receives a premium for writing the call options, the price it realizes from the exercise of 
the option could be substantially below the investment’s current market price. These strategies may not be appropriate for all investors.  

This material is not intended as investment advice. Please consult your financial advisor for further information. 

Carefully consider the funds’ investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses before investing. This and other information 
can be found in the fund’s full or summary prospectus, which may be obtained at globalxetfs.com. Please read the prospectus 
carefully before investing.  

Global X Management Company LLC serves as an advisor to Global X Funds. The Funds are distributed by SEI Investments Distribution Co. 
(SIDCO), which is not affiliated with Global X Management Company LLC. Global X Funds are not sponsored, endorsed, issued, sold or 
promoted by Solactive AG, FTSE, Standard & Poors, NASDAQ, Indxx, or MSCI nor do these companies make any representations regarding 
the advisability of investing in the Global X Funds. Neither SIDCO nor Global X is affiliated with Solactive AG, FTSE, Standard & Poors, 
NASDAQ, Indxx, or MSCI. 
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